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Summary Feedback
Basildon FRCR 2B A to ZEE Courses:
Pediatrics for FRCR exam - (July-August 2020)
Delivered By: Dr Mani Prabha
Summary Points:
•
•
•

Pediatrics for FRCR exam: 6 hour & 30 minutes teaching time, delivered in 2 sessions
Total Attendees in 2 sessions: 1134
Strength of attendees in 2 sessions are as below:
I. Session 1: 580
II.
Session 2: 554

•

Feedback received from participants of 17 Countries (including Egypt, India, Malaysia, Oman,
Pakistan, Nigeria, Qatar, Yemen, Kenya, Sri- Lanka, Iraq, Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Turkey, UAE, USA
and UK).
Total feedback received: 304 (UK: 108, Overseas: 196)

•
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DID YOU FIND THIS SESSION USEFUL FOR
EXAM PREPARATION?
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Testimonials






















A marathon session and what a hidden gem she is! A great teacher! An asset indeed to the who
radiology fraternity (UK).
Dr Prabha was very encouraging and supportive of viva candidates and clearly very
knowledgeable (UK).
Thank you so much for helping us Maam. You are an awesome teacher. Loved learning from
you (Pakistan).
Bundles of thanks for teaching (Oman).
Thank you So much for informative site and Great seniors (Yemen).
Brilliant session (UK).
More sessions please! (UK).
Excellent as always! Please keep doing these! (UK).
Thank you so very much for your time. Great cases and good overview. You are a balanced
examiner! (UK).
Excellent session as always (UK).
Thank you for the great teaching and for dedicating your evening to us. It is much appreciated
(UK).
Brilliant lecture. Thanks a million Dr. Prabha and Dr. Khan. Really appreciate (Egypt).
Excellent revision sessions, extremely grateful for this thorough and free resource that is shaping
my exam preparation (UK).
Thank you very much. Very beneficial session and a good revision (Pakistan).
Great lecture, thank you for your time (UK).
You are great . Thanks so much (UAE).
It was just perfect please keep sessions (Yemen).
It was excellent (Turkey).
Excellent session (Pakistan).
Everything upto the mark (Pakistan).
Thank you very much Mani. Very nice and calm teaching (UK).
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Thanks a million Dr. Prabha and Dr. Khan for sharing knowledge with radiologists all over the world. Much
appreciated (Egypt).























Thankful for a great teaching session (Saudi Arabia).
Thank you Dr Prabha for your time and interest (USA).
Huge Thankyou- that was excellent! (UK).
No thanks (Pakistan).
No (UK).
Very useful session (UK).
Thank you!!! (UK).
Thanks for your great effort (Yemen).
Excellent session I thoroughly enjoyed and learnt so much. Thank you very much (Kenya).
Wonderful session...thanks a lot (Pakistan).
Thanks a million (Egypt).
Great Knowledge (Pakistan).
Thank You Very Much (Egypt).
Thankful for a great teaching session (Saudi Arabia).
Thank you so much for such a detailed and comprehensive session. Outstanding teaching (UK).
Thank you very much Mani. Very nice and calm teaching (UK).
Thank you so much for your time and dedication (UK).
Excellent session (Pakistan).
Very useful session (UK).
Fantastic session thank you (UK).
Thank you very much (UK).
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